ABSTRACT Semantic segmentation has always been a fundamental and critical task to scene understanding. Current deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) are able to successfully learn context from very large receptive fields due to convolutions with deep layers. However, current convolutions in DCNNs does not consider local object boundaries that are the borders among different semantic regions. Convolution with equal contribution on the pixels across the boundary may lead to inferior segmentation results. In this paper, a novel boundary-aware convolution is proposed. It is able to effectively fuse features by adaptively assigning contributions from pixels within receptive fields according to the boundary similarity map. A new semantic segmentation network based on classical FCN8S is then designed by employing multi-scale boundary-aware convolution. The whole network is implemented end-to-end and evaluated with heterogeneous RGB and depth input. Experiments conducted on multiple datasets show that our boundary-aware CNN can effectively improve the semantic segmentation performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic segmentation has always been a fundamental and critical visual task in terms of scene understanding. Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have demonstrated great success in many difficult visual tasks, such as image classification [1] and object detection [2] . Pixel-level semantic labeling remains a tough task until the invention of fully convolutional neural network (FCN) [3] . In recent years, intensive studies on FCN have been made to improve its performance. The first category of the methods tries to introduce the decoder structure [4] , [5] to reconstruct the segmentation maps after encoders. Noh et al. [4] first designed the unpooling and deconvolution operations and built a decoder procedure after VGG network [1] to generate better segmentation results. In SegNet [5] , the fully connected layers from object classification network are removed to reduce the number of trainable parameters. Without strong constraint from boundaries, deconvolution-based networks still have the weakness in delivering erroneous labels near boundary regions. The second category focuses on introducing extra data sources. Depth images, which can be acquired with range sensors along with RGB images, are among those
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Bora Onat. frequently used [6] , [7] . To well utilize the depth information, depth-aware CNN [8] was proposed. Instead of designing new network structures, it sought a more general way to improve low level convolution operations by inventing novel depth-aware convolution and pooling operations.
Besides convolution, pooling operations are widely used in network to progressively reduce the spatial size of the feature map and aggregate the information. Combined with pooling, layered convolution is able to increase the effective receptive fields and perceive the context in image. However, current convolutions in DCNNs does not consider local object boundaries that are the borders among different semantic regions. They treat the pixels within the convolution window equally. This problem may lead to confused feature extraction which is difficult to improve by using deeper network with larger receptive fields [9] , [10] . Thus better convolution operations considering that pixels near object boundaries are highly desirable.
In this paper, a novel boundary-aware convolutional neural network for semantic segmentation is proposed. The scheme of the system is shown in Fig.1 . The model consists of two sub-networks: boundary-aware semantic segmentation and boundary similarity prediction. The boundary prediction module is employed to provide boundary information to guide the entire segmentation task. The input for boundary prediction could be RGB, depth or both. The boundary information is effectively integrated in the semantic segmentation network by a novel boundary-aware convolution. The backbone of the semantic segmentation network is the classic FCN8s [3] . Competitive segmentation results could be achieved with this simple network with the boundary-aware convolution introduced.
The main contribution of our work is threefold. First, a special boundary-aware convolution is proposed to effectively extract features in receptive fields by assigning different contributions to pixels adaptively. Second, a new semantic segmentation network based on classic FCN is designed by effectively integrating multi-scale boundary information. The last contribution is the end-to-end implementation of the entire network and evaluation of the method on different datasets with different types of input. The experiments on both synthesized (Virtual KITTI [11] ) and real datasets (Cityscapes [12] ) demonstrate that our method can effectively improve the semantic segmentation performance.
II. RELATED WORK
Semantic segmentation with neural networks has attracted considerable attention in recent years. Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [3] plays a role of milestone in the development of semantic segmentation by replacing fully connected layers with convolution layers. In order to recover the spatial resolution after progressive pooling layers, FCN upsamples low-resolution features with bilinear interpolation and concatenates them with intermediate feature layers. Zhou et al. [13] further utilized skip-connection strategy to jointly combine contextual information from multi-stage layers to implement semantic segmentation. Deconvolution-based decoder procedures were designed in the later work [4] , [5] . These networks usually suffer inaccurate labeling around object boundary because of the loss of detailed texture information during the encoder procedures. To reduce the edge blur during pooling, atrous convolution was proposed in Deeplab [14] . It effectively enlarges the field-of-view of filters by skipping down-samplings. A more complex extension [15] based on Deeplab was developed later by implementing multiple parallel atrous convolution blocks with different dilation rates, which was also known as Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP). The time consuming post-processing operation, i.e., fully connected Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) was usually employed in Deeplabseries [14] , [15] to achieve better results on object boundaries. Different from global-context-based CRF methods, a flexible segmentation graph (FSG) being able to capture multi-scale visual contextual cues was proposed [16] to improve the segmentation results.
Other than designing deeper and more complex network [17] , some studies focus on integrating heterogeneous input along with RGB images. Depth images were treated as an additional input channel besides RGB and integrated into CNN directly [6] . More features could also be manually extracted in depth images before feeding into CNNs. HHA was proposed in [7] to represent depth information by three channels: horizontal disparity, height above ground, and normal direction of local surface. Without deeply exploring the inner depth structure, the performance improvement by fusing depth into semantic segmentation can be limited. Recently, Wang and Neumann [8] invented the depth aware convolution by multiplying a local depth similarity term on the traditional convolution region. Much better results were thus achieved.
There are some works focusing on utilizing boundary information to refine semantic segmentation results [18] - [20] . Recently, Bertasius et al. [18] and Kokkinos [19] utilized their learned boundary and integrated them into post-processing CRF part of their Deeplab-based method [14] . Chen et al. [20] designed a domain transform method to replace the fully-connected CRF. Other than post-processing methods, boundary detection was designed as a sub-task in the frame of multi-task network and regularizing the semantic prediction implicitly in [21] . Boundary map was also used as an input directly in the semantic segmentation task [22] , where the boundary-detection and semantic segmentation network were cascaded for segmentation on remote sensing images. The boundary detection network employed in [22] is also known as holistically nested edge detection network (HED) [23] . Unlike the above works, in this paper we take the boundary information as a reference to accurately guide the low level convolution operations. Experimental results show that the proposed boundary-aware convolution is a more effective way to integrate the boundary information into semantic segmentation networks.
III. BOUNDARY-AWARE CNN
In this section, we first discuss the drawbacks of standard convolution in semantic segmentation and then introduce the proposed boundary-aware convolution.
A. DRAWBACKS OF STANDARD CONVOLUTION
During forward processes, every output unit in the convolutional network depends only on a region of the input feature map. This region is also known as the receptive field for the output unit. With fixed computational grid, local standard convolution equally treats all units within the receptive fields.
The receptive fields with equally contribution weights on pixels may meet the intention that pixels near the center of a semantic region receive effective information from surrounding same-labeled regions. However, pixels near the semantic boundaries may receive confused information from boundaries and other semantic regions. As shown in Fig.2 , pixel A and B, which share the same semantic label, have very different locations relative to the entire semantic region. After several layers of convolution and pooling operations, the receptive field of pixel A still largely remains in the same semantic region, while the receptive field of pixel B covers several different semantic regions. In other words, with standard convolution, pixel A is with more contributions from pixels within the same semantic region while pixel B is more likely to be affected by pixels from neighboring regions.
This phenomenon inspires us to design an adaptive convolution operation in the forward process by enhancing contribution of pixels from the same semantic region and weakening those from boundaries and other semantic regions. One effective way to realize this is to exploit information of object boundary, which are the borders of different semantic regions.
B. BOUNDARY-AWARE CONVOLUTION
Given a two-dimensional feature map, the output y at position p from a standard 2D convolution of the input feature map x is defined as:
where p i indicates the ith position in local region K around central pixel p in x, and w is the convolution kernel of the filter. The size of K is defined by convolution kernel size, and parameters in w(p i ) are determined through network training process. In contrast, our boundary-aware 2D convolution is constructed by introducing a boundary-aware weight term B(p i ) in the traditional convolution, as shown in Eq. 2:
The boundary-aware weight B(p) is defined in Eq.3:
where B(p) is the boundary similarity map and α is a constant. Considering the uncertainty of boundary predictions in practice and the need of a smooth distribution of the weight, we prefer using boundary-similarity maps f b (f b ∈ [0, 1]) instead of binary masks in Eq.3. α is a non-zero constant to manipulate the contribution of boundary similarity in convolutions. When α = 0, B(p) becomes an identical mask and the boundary-aware convolution behaves the same as the standard one; when α = 1, B(p) is a complete boundary indicator and the convolution will completely prohibit the contribution outside the boundary pixels. In practice, α should be a number between 0 and 1 and be determined experimentally.
An example of boundary-aware convolution with kernel size 3 × 3 is illustrated in Fig.3 . Pixels who have higher similarities as object boundaries will have less impact on the convolutional results. The contributions of neighboring locations after several layers of 3 × 3 convolutions and poolings are illustrated in Fig.4 . With the cascading of convolution layers in deep CNN network, the reinforcement of contributions from same semantic pixels in the receptive fields can be expected.
IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE A. BOUNDARY-SIMILARITY PREDICTION
Aiming to exploit boundary-similarity information, an effective boundary detection network is required. HED (Holistically Nested Edge Detection) [23] , which takes RGB images as inputs and is able to produce boundary maps by combining different scales of edges, is employed and modified.
The accuracy of the predicted semantic boundaries is highly dependent on the input data source. In RGB images, both boundary and edge pixels correspond to high gradient locations. Numerous edge pieces caused by complex texture within objects make the boundary detection challenging. On the other hand, boundaries in depth image demonstrate different characteristics. Edges caused by local texture inside objects are not as serious as in RGB image, as shown in Fig.5(a) . However, the edges seem to be thicker with less localization accuracy than those of RGB images. This observation inspires us to design a network capable of receiving both depth and RGB info to get better boundary prediction.
Using RGB and depth images as data sources, we separately build three different HED models to predict boundary images: RGB-only, depth-only and both. For the both inputs, separate HED branches from RGB and depth are built first and then concatenated before nonlinear Sigmoid activation in HED model. As for the output of HED, continuous boundary-similarity scores are preferred instead of binary outputs.
B. NET BUILDING & TRAINING
The detailed configurations of our Boundary-aware CNN (BaCNN) model are shown in Fig.6. FCN [3] is adopted as the backbone of our task model. HED sub-net, taking the input of RGB, depth or both, produces the boundary similarity map respectively. The map is down-sampled by 2, 4, 8, and 16 with average pooling and then fed into the FCN backbone net. FCN fuses the multi-scale boundary similarity information by the boundary-aware convolution at the first layer of each block in the encoder part. In the remaining layers, the standard convolution is still applied in order to avoid over-supervision of possible incorrect boundary predictions and balance the requirement of contexture perception in large receptive fields. It should be noted that in our model, the boundary information is not directly injected (concatenated or added) into the network as an extra feature. Instead, it is used as a weight to guide the convolution to pay more attention to the pixels from the same semantic area.
The proposed network model is quite deep. First, we train the two sub-networks separately with different target outputs and loss functions. The boundary-similarity sub-network is trained with the dataset {I rgb , I dep , D bdry }, where I rgb and I dep are RGB image and depth map, respectively; D bdry represents the ground truth of the boundary prediction. Class-balanced cross-entropy loss Loss bdry , proposed in [23] , is used in this part. After training, the boundary-similarity predictor could deliver reliable outputs to guide the semantic segmentation network. It only needs to be fine-tuned later.
The entire model is then trained together by minimizing the total loss with Loss = Loss bdry + Loss sem , where Loss sem is the cross-entropy loss between the predicted semantic labels and the ground truth.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the experimental setup and the evaluation datasets are described first. Then the quantitative and qualitative results are presented with some comparisons to the stateof-the-art methods.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATASET
To evaluate the performance of the proposed network, the following metrics for semantic segmentation are adopted: 1) Pixel accuracy: where n ij is the number of pixels that is labeled as class i and predicted as class j, n c indicates the number of classes, and t i = j n ij is the number of pixels with ground truth class i. The network is implemented with PyTorch framework and trained on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti with 11GB of GPU memory. In the experiments, weight layers are initialized via Xavier without any pre-trained parameters, and initial bias is set to 0. We use SGD to optimize the loss function with initial learning rate of 1e − 04 and batch size of 1, respectively.
The experiments were carried out on both Virtual KITTI and Cityscapes dataset. Here are some brief introduction of the datasets and the training process.
• Virtual KITTI [11] is a synthetic outdoor dataset. The dataset contains 10 different rendering variants in each sequence. One of them is cloned as close as possible to original KITTI benchmark and the others are geometry transformed or adjusted with different weather conditions from the cloned one. Each RGB image in the dataset has a corresponding depth image and semantic segmentation groundtruth. About 13000 images are randomly selected for training and 4000 images for testing.
• CityScapes [12] is a real outdoor dataset, which contains high quality pixel-level annotations of 5000 images collected in street scenes from 50 different cities. A total of 19 semantic labels are used for evaluation. They belong to 7 super categories: ground, construction, object, nature, sky, human, and vehicle. Lack of dense depth images, the publicly provided disparity maps computed using SGM [24] , were utilized as depth maps in our experiments. The training, validation, and testing sets contain 2975, 500, and 1525 images, respectively. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 1) VIRTUAL KITTI
The evaluations are first carried out on Virtual KITTI dataset. Several experiments (as shown in Table. 2) are conducted with different model configurations:
• Baseline FCN8S, which could be regarded as a degenerated version of BaCNN without using either boundary-similarity map or boundary-aware convolution;
• BaCNN_RGB carries out boundary-aware convolution guided by boundary map predicted from RGB images only;
• BaCNN_Dep carries out boundary-aware convolution guided by boundary map predicted from depth images only;
• BaCNN_RGBD (full model) carries out boundary-aware convolution guided by boundary map predicted from both RGB and depth images;
• FCN8S_RGB_Bd feeds the boundary information into FCN8S backbone in an intuitive way, i.e., concatenates with RGB input. This is for the purpose of comparing the effects on different ways of boundary usages for semantic segmentation task. Before implementation of the BaCNN, parameter α in Eq.2 has to be determined. Experiments are conducted by setting different values for α and the evaluation results are recorded in Table. 1. Though the performance varies with different α, they are all superior to baseline FCN8S, which preliminarily demonstrates the positive effects of boundary-aware convolution. Among them, the best setting for α is 0.8. Therefore in all of the following experiments α = 0.8 is adopted.
Boundary prediction performances of HED are compared with different data sources. As shown in Fig.5(a) , the boundaries produced by RGB images contain lots of small edges while those produced by depth look blurry and thick. The HED with imports of both RGB and depth exhibits the best quality in terms of thin and clear boundaries with least noisy edges. Based on these boundary maps, three different models (i.e., BaCNN_RGB, BaCNN_Dep and BaCNN_RGBD) are built for the task of semantic segmentation. As shown in the rightest column of zoom-in view in Fig.5(b) , all of the models with boundary-aware convolution outperforms the baseline Model FCN8S in terms of providing more semantic details on small objects. Meanwhile, the effects of boundary quality on the boundary aware convolution can be further studied. As expected, BaCNN_RGBD, which was guided by the best boundary map produced by RGB and depth images, achieves the best segmentation quality among all of the three models.
The quantitative comparison results are shown in Table. 2. As expected, all Boundary-aware CNN (BaCNN) models outperform FCN8S baseline. Among them, BaCNN_RGBD behaves the best and outperforms FCN8S by an apparent margin, with about both 2 percent improvements in Acc and mAcc, 6.5 and 4 percent improvements in mIoU and fwAcc metrics, respectively. FCN8S_RGB_Bd, which directly concatenates the best quality boundary map with RGB image, performs only a little better than the baseline FCN8S but worse than its counterparts with boundary-aware convolution. This conversely demonstrates the superiority of our boundary-aware convolution structure.
2) CITYSCAPES
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed BaCNN in real environment, CityScapes dataset is adopted. Different from photo-realistic synthetic Virtual KITTI dataset, CityScapes dataset contains higher noises in the original RGB and corresponding disparity images. The disparity images are taken as depth input in this experiment. We first carry out experiments on a lower image resolution of 256 × 512 px and the results are listed in Table. 3.
Since depth information can be used in our BaCNN model, we also compare our method with two modified FCN models with depth. Model FCN8S_RGBD is built by simply adding an extra depth channel besides RGB to the baseline FCN8S. Model FCN8S_Da further replaces convolutions in FCN8S with depth-aware convolution [8] , an adaptive convolution with depth distribution. As shown in Table. 3, the model with boundary-aware convolution outperforms all of the counterparts by achieving higher scores in metrics. Among them, the full model BaCNN_RGBD still takes the lead.
The comparison with other state-of-the-art semantic segmentation models with higher resolution inputs are reported in Table. 4. Unlike some of the models pre-trained in .7) . Better boundary quality usually leads to better segmentation results because they can guide the boundary-aware convolution more precisely. ImageNet, our model is trained from scratch. On both full and half resolution image inputs, our model outperforms the baseline and most of the counterparts. It achieves the highest score of 86.8 on category mIoU metric in full resolution of 1024 × 2048 px. It is even better than Deeplabv2 [15] , a more complex network with CRF post-processing. Fig.7 .
Detailed category evaluation comparisons with the baseline are shown in Table. 5. The statistics show that our BaCNN model largely outperforms the baseline FCN8S model in ''object'' category (containing class labels as: pole, traffic light and traffic sign) that is considered more difficult to segment accurately. The effectiveness of boundary-aware convolution on improving segmentation on small objects is thus verified.
To further analyze the influence of boundary quality on guiding the boundary-aware convolution under real environment, an example from Fig.7 is selected and enlarged in Fig.8 . The predicted boundary (shown in Fig.8(c) ) from low quality disparity images is blurry and noisy, which may lead to over-constraint on contributions from the receptive fields on the boundary-aware convolutions. Because of this insufficient convolution, some small semantic areas such as sidewalk region are almost missing in the resulting segmentations, as shown in Fig.8(d) . In contrast, with the help of relatively clear and precise boundary results predicted by both RGB and disparity data, the full model of BaCNN_RGBD outperforms the former by keeping the sharper semantic boundaries and smoother backgrounds, as shown in Fig.8(e) and (f) .
Evaluated on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, our proposed full BaCNN_RGBD model achieves 52.5 frames per second (fps) on image resolution of 1024×2048, 80.6 fps on 512 × 1024 and 139.4 fps on 256 × 512, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a boundary-aware convolution network for semantic segmentation. Aiming at reducing the classification errors around the category boundaries, our novel boundary-aware convolution is able to effectively fuse features in receptive fields by assigning different contributions to neighboring pixels adaptively. An improved semantic segmentation network based on FCN8S is thus built by integrating boundary information in a multi-scale manner. The entire network is implemented end-to-end and can run in real-time. Evaluation results on synthesized and real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed boundary-aware convolution network.
Future work will be focused on further improving the performance by introducing a multi-task framework to perform semantic segmentation and boundary-similarity prediction simultaneously without using the cascade structure. We also plan to test our algorithm in more complex environments. 
